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Abstract 

 In its most basic sence the term remote sensing simply means collection of 
information at some distance from the origin of that information. In this sense even a visual 
observation qualitifies as a form of remote sensing. In a technical sense remote sensing 
comprises a wide range of techniques from aerial photography as the oldest, simplest and 
most familiar form to the recent, most advanced form of satellite imageries produced with 
space age technology. 
 The value of information collected by remote sensing is determined by (1) the 
purpose of using the informatio, and (2) the relevance and resolution obtainable in 
accordance with the purpose of using the information. The applicability of remote sensing 
to land capability inventory is defined by the availability of a suitable system together with 
the readiness of the diagnostic properties of the land to be collected by sensors. 
 The appearance of lowlands is governed by aquic, and some-time by peraquic, 
moisture regimes. A suitable system of remote sensing for lowlands must hold a high 
potential for discriminating between spectral signatures of wetness and those of pertinent 
expressions of the land. Even then the product will still be limited in application to 
agriculture as many inportant land qualities cannot be sensed by spectral analysis. 
 

 

Remote Sensing 

  In its most basic sence the term remote sensing simply means collection of 

information at some distance from the origin of that information. Even a visual observation 

qualitifies as a form of remote sensing (Myers & Shelton, 1980). In a technical sense 

remote sensing comprises a wide range of techniques from aerial photography as the 

oldest, simplest and most familiar form to the recent, most advanced form of satellite 

imageries produced with space age technology. 

 In principle a remote sensing system works by (1) a sensor to collect the 

information, (2) some form of energy to transmit information form target to sensor, (3) a 

way to establish the desired distance between target and sensor, and (4) a way to record the 

information collected by the sensor. According to the source of energy used to transmit 
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information form target to sensor, remote sensing may be differentiated into an active and 

a passive system. An active system carries its own source of energy to be shot off at the 

target as signals (radar system). A passive system senses reflected solar radiation (areal 

photography) or radiation emitted by the target (thermal infrared). According to the 

remoteness of sensing, there are air-borne (aerial photography, SLAR) and space-borne 

(satellite imageries with telemetry) system. 

The source and kind of electromagnetic energy used to transmit information form 

target to sensor, the distance of sensing, and the system of recording the information 

determine the usefulness of remote sensing for composing a geographic information 

system (GIS), land survey from remote sensing data is valid to the extent that the units 

separated from the recorded information can be related to land divisions on ground (Dent 

& Young, 1981). 

 

Lowland 

The term lowland may mean different things. It may be used vaguely referring to 

land below 180 m, it may be distingushed rather by contrast with adjacent higher land 

(Monkhouse & Small, 1978). It may denote the low-lying land of a region in contrast with 

the mountainous areas (Moore, 1977). The term may indicate the extended palins or 

country lying not far above tide level (The American Geological Institute, 1976). Driessen 

& Dudal (1989) use the term lowland to connote flat and level wetland, normally situated 

at or near sea level and consisting of pleistocene and/or hoocene sediments that are too 

young to be strongly weathered. There are two broad categories of lowlands: (1) (inland) 

fluvial lowlands, and (2) (coastal) marine lowlands. Thus according to the later authors the 

criteria of lowland include both altitudinal position and youth of the emboduring material. 

In the present context, lowland are lands which exibit the following dominant 

features (1) low altitudinal, or low potential energy, position (2) poor drainage, and (3) 

inconspicuous relief. Due to the specific soils of sedimentary mineral origin (fluvisols, 

gleysols) or of sedentary organic origin (histosols). 

From the agricultural point of view lowland are not just a land form constracted 

with upland, but indicate a particular pedological region. Thus the distinguishing of the soil 

composition of lowlands is the primary aim of lowland inventory for agricultural purpose. 
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Geographic Information System 

The term information system inplies an organized collection of data with 

procedures for it use towards a particular purpose for which the information system has 

been developed (Cook, 1977). Any information system present three aspect: (1) data 

collection and input, (2) data storage and retrieval, and (3) application, including data 

manipulation and display. The success of an information system, as measured against its 

purpose, must depend on three main factors derived from the three aspects mentioned 

previously: (1) the appropriateness and quality of the data, (2) the organization of the data, 

and (3) the use procedures which include the ability to compute the raw data stored some 

function of the data values to deduce properties not explicity stored ad data (Lynch, 1977 

EUROCONSULT, 1989, Cook, 1977). 

A geographic information system (GIS) is an information system for land 

resources. It is a computer-oriented system by which land data are computer-coded to form 

a set of geocoded of georeferenced data which can be used to relate resource data from 

different origins to each other in map form. Information extracted in map form is the most 

favorite data display because users normally wish to see and analyse the interpreted 

information in a spatial context (EUROCONSULT, 1989). A GIS is indeed designed 

especially for storing and manipulating very large quantities of spatially-referenced data 

(Coppock & Anderson, 1987). 

The full potential of GIS can only be realized if data can be exchanged. 

Independent local initiaives, however, have resulted in what has been described as “digital 

chaos”. One estimate is that in 1983 there were over a thousand GIS and automated 

cartography systems in North America alone. The number is expected to quadruple by 

1990. They were developed on different machines with data collected to different 

standards and analysed by localy-developed softwares. The lack of agreed standards for 

transferring data is a major obstacle to the development of multinational and international 

system (Coppock & Anderson, 1987). 

 

GIS for Lowland 

As implied previously, the fist step in lowland inventory for agriculture is the 

discrimination of the three major soils which commonly comprise lowland, i.e. fluviols, 

gleysols and histosols, and the delineation of their distribution areas. The second step will 
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be the subdivision of each major soil into lower taxsonomic units or capability classes. 

Depending on the needed detail of inventory, the lower taxonomic, or capability 

differentiation may be sufficient with the use of generalized descriptions, or elaborated by 

a large set of criteria. 

Soil classification is regulary done on the basis of a set of observable diagnostic 

attributes and properties of soil profiles. This can only be achieved by ground survey. Soils 

may be broadly identified by inference from the particular landform or physical 

environments they occupy. The inference is based on the knowledge of factors of soil 

formation. 

Aerial photography is the classic, and still perhaps the most useful, technique for 

earth observation. It is amazingly versatile, especially the stereo effect it produces when 

viewed through photo pairs. The advantage of a stereoscopic view is that it facilities 

measurements of heights and slopes, perceiving terrain forms, and it gives a better 

understanding of the relationships between land form or relief and the other land 

information used for input in a GIS comes from maps derived from aerial photography. 

Until recently little use was made of satellite data because of low image resolution, low 

geometric accuracy and small scales. Now with the availability of SPOT Imagery a great 

of these restraints seems to have been overcome (EUROCONSULT, 1989). 

Whatever technique of remote sensing is applied, one instrinsic restriction must be 

fully understood. The information acquired from remote sensing, wheter directly or by 

deduction, cannot complately compose a GIS, especially if the GIS intended to provide a 

database for land development for agriculture, many pertinent land qualities can only be 

complied by ground surveys. In the case of lowlands, the restriction may be greater 

regarding the fact that during most of the time the land is inundated with water, or the soil 

is saturated with water. This is especially true in peat areas. In such a condition one may 

expect that the spectral signature of water will strongly conceal those if the other land 

features. Unless a method can be devised to filter out the spectral signature of water, the 

different soil formations cannot be possibly detected. 

 

Remote Sensing and Land Inventory 

Remote sensing can be applied to all kind of surveys that need terrain information. 

For soil surveys the usefullness of remote sensing data is determined by the sufficiency of 

resolution in order to discriminate the different soils and to give better comprehension of 
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the relationship among site quality determining land features, like vegetation and soil, 

vegetation and hydrology, soil and hydrology, etc. 

Although aerial photography is the best known system of remote sensing, it is hot 

without limitations. Among the major restraints is the low adeptness to capture the 

spacetime dependent land phenomena, like changes in the from and distribution pattern of 

land use, progression of natural disarters, etc. Much time and work are required to take 

repeated pictures over a large area and at short intervals. The other limitation is that at the 

usual scales hundreds of photographs are necessary to cover even relatively small areas. 

The concurrent handling of a very large number of images makes interpretations tedious 

and time consuming. Oppurtunities for automation are often limited and conventional films 

are not lending themselves to computer processing. There is also a limitation which is 

related to the sensitivity of photographic films which is usually limited to the visible and 

near infrared portions of the electromagnetic spectrum. Many phenomena we seek to detect 

are best reflected in portions of the spectrum outside this range. 

 Remote sensing has the advantage of providing readly a generalized terrain 

information of vast areas. It is an adept system for macro inventory of land terms of 

capability or suitability. The technique has its merit in the initial selection of seemingly, 

most promising areas for development. In this way it play a significant role in the affective 

planning and execution of the more detailed ground surveys. The available funds for 

surveys can then be more effeciently allocated. 

But before remote sensing can do what it is expected to achieve, much has still to 

be done to improve the quality of information contained in the spectral signature of each 

land features. Finally, a cataloque of the standard image of each diagnostic land 

characteristic has to be compiled. 
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